Devolutionary Principles in Native Administration
of tribes. A few are, no doubt, necessary for purposes
of prestige, for escorting prisoners and similar duties.
But unless these men are kept under most careful control
they may tend to abuse their authority for their own
ends and so undermine the basis of tribal responsibility.
It is also wise to prevent these tribal retainers from
imitating Government police in matters of uniform. The
adoption of partial uniform tends to confuse the ignorant
tribesmen as to their proper functions and to open the
way to oppression. In this connection the following
extract from the enquiry on the Aba troubles in Nigeria
is relevant :—
** A feature of the fixed court is the adjoining * barrack'
containing the lock-up, the court clerk's house and the court
messengers' lines, which in themselves give the court an alien
atmosphere. It may be found possible to modify these conditions,
and if the sittings of the court were less confined to one centre,
they would not be so insistent. It may be added that the oppor-
tunities for bribery and corruption are increased in proportion to
the greater artificial and bureaucratic character of the court."
So much for the active part which indigenous organisa-
tions can play in the maintenance of public order. Further
steps of an educative nature can also be taken in order
to train chiefs in the handling of their relations with
Government on a more business-like and modern footing.
One of these may take the form of the grant of a measure
of financial control of tribal funds.
Now one of the great benefits that British rule ought
to give to native peoples is a humane system of revenue
collection and a certain knowledge of what their dues
are. Moreover they should have a feeling of confidence
that the sums collected from, them are expended directly
or indirectly for their benefit and not by the tax-gatherer
for his own. Any system which introduces greater
chances of speculation and unjust demands requires careful
scrutiny before adoption, as we shall again be mistaking
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